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Baroque Music History Lesson 

Grade Level: 6
th

 grade 

Musical Focus: Historical/Contextual  

Objectives: 

Behavioral  

Students will be able to distinguish baroque style from other music genres, and they will 

be able to cite information about the historical time period. 

Cognitive 

 Students will be able to understand why baroque is classified as such and why the time 

period was so notable in music history.   

Experiential 

 Students will experience a dance of the time period and how it was related to the music 

that was being composed. 

Materials: 

Baroque folder 

Technology for playing pieces 

Hook: 

Be playing baroque dance that will be used later as they come in 

Sequence:  

1)     Start by asking what kind of music the kids think was playing when they walked in, then 

ask why they thought that (2min.) 

 ~then move on (just preliminary to see what they hear) 

2)     Ask kids to get out charts, ask for hands on which facts were gathered (8 min.) 
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 ~discuss each fact they have (take 5) 

 ~start with just the ones that they wrote down (if there are any major and 

 important ones missing from the folder packet, then discuss those as well) 

3)     E. O. M. Listening (Bach Minuet) (5 min.) 

 ~listen and look at chart = “Be looking at your chart and thinking about:  

 articulation, dynamics, tempo, texture, and tonality” 

~ go through cateogories 

3)     Dalcroze activity (Handel Passacaglia) (10 min.)  

 ~play piece, “what meter are we in?” = 4/4 

 ~have note values on board, review (say each) 

 ~walk around room randomly to “doo”, “doo-day”, etc. to piece 

 ~make 2 lines facing each other (“you and your partner across the way are  

 going to go down the middle at the same time, but you both choose one of the 

 rhythmic subdivisions on the board to walk to…the rest of us are guessing  

 which you chose”) = first without music and 2 of teachers demonstrate, then 

 with music 

 ~about 3 to 4 pairs of partners 

4)     Dancing a minuet (15 min.) 

 ~ play piece, “what meter are we in?” = 3/4 

 ~Bach’s “Minuet in G” = historical context of French court dancing (Louis  

 XIV, composers hired to write music specifically for this purpose, Bach  

 didn’t really need to write for the court but based his French and English suites  

 on dances of the court) 
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 ~have class make circle around room, but “Make sure you can see me” = do  

steps without music, then with music in circle going one way, then switch 

directions 

 ~count off 1, 2, etc. = 1s are outside circle, 2s are inside circle (“At B section,  

 you will have 4 counts to change your formation = outside continues in same 

 direction, inside goes opposite way…when you hear the A section again, go

 back to one circle” 

5)     Take a seat, ask for 3 facts about the Baroque period 

 

 

 

 


